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Dear Sirs, please accept this email as my objection to the request to delay the PI considering the
application by Rail Central. I live in Blisworth very close to the proposed development and almost
within sight of the concurrent application by Northampton Gateway. I am currently affected by these
as I had to remove my house for sale due to uncertainty surrounding the RC application . My principal
objections to delay are as follows:

As the Inspectorate is currently considering the application by Northampton Gateway -which
adjoins the RC site- it is simply impossible for the Inspectorate to determine the impact on the
area/imfrastructure etc in isolation and the appropriatness of the two proposed locations
The history to date of the RC applicants in both their documentation and consultation is
appalling- even the initial application was rejected by PI due to its failure to submit correct
documentation and this has been the experience of all those local residents affected. eg their
traffic management proposals make no sense and seem to be a changing at whim. 
The Environmental Statement submitted by RC is hap hazard, almost impossible to follow and
deeply flawed. A delay will not improve matters
The PI needs to consider the location of BOTH N Gateway and Rail Central- given it is 18
miles from Daventry International Rail Terminal (DIRFT)- the latest phase of which has I.6
million square feet of already prepared land with infa-structure in place- now presenting real
difficulties for the developers of DIRFT to dispose of.
In all the time has come , given this area has been plagued by the RC application for a very
long time, to proceed and not allow any further delay for an organization which seems
fundamentally flawed in its operation

Yours truly
Roy Warren




